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Quantum gates and memory using
microwave-dressed states
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Trapped atomic ions have been used successfully to demonstrate1
basic elements of universal quantum information processing.
Nevertheless, scaling up such methods to achieve large-scale, universal
quantum information processing (or more specialized quantum
simulations2–5) remains challenging. The use of easily controllable
and stable microwave sources, rather than complex laser systems6,7,
could remove obstacles to scalability. However, the microwave
approach has drawbacks: it involves the use of magnetic-fieldsensitive states, which shorten coherence times considerably, and
requires large, stable magnetic field gradients. Here we show how to
overcome both problems by using stationary atomic quantum states
as qubits that are induced by microwave fields (that is, by dressing
magnetic-field-sensitive states with microwave fields). This permits
fast quantum logic, even in the presence of a small (effective) Lamb–
Dicke parameter (and, therefore, moderate magnetic field gradients).
We experimentally demonstrate the basic building blocks of this
scheme, showing that the dressed states are long lived and that coherence times are increased by more than two orders of magnitude relative to those of bare magnetic-field-sensitive states. This improves the
prospects of microwave-driven ion trap quantum information processing, and offers a route to extending coherence times in all systems
that suffer from magnetic noise, such as neutral atoms, nitrogenvacancy centres, quantum dots or circuit quantum electrodynamic
systems.
Using laser light for coherent manipulation of quantum bits (qubits)
gives rise to fundamental issues, notably unavoidable spontaneous
emission that destroys quantum coherence8,9. The difficulty of cooling
a collection of ions to their motional ground state and the long duration of this process in the presence of spurious heating of Coulomb
crystals limits the fidelity of quantum logic operations in laser-based
quantum gates and thus hampers scalability. This limitation is only
partly removed by the use of ‘hot’ gates10,11. Technical challenges in
accurately controlling the frequency and intensity of laser light as well
as in targeting a large number of laser beams of high intensity on
trapped ions are further obstacles to scalability.
These issues associated with the use of laser light for scalable QIP
have led to the development of novel ways of performing conditional
quantum dynamics with trapped ions that rely on radio-frequency or
microwave radiation instead of laser light6,7,12–15. Radio-frequency or
microwave radiation can be used in quantum gates through the use of
magnetic-gradient-induced coupling between spin states of ions16,
thus averting the technical and fundamental issues of scalability that
were described above. Furthermore, the sensitivity to motional excitation of ions is reduced in such schemes. A drawback of magneticgradient-induced coupling is the necessity of using magnetic-fieldsensitive states for conditional quantum dynamics, thus making qubits
susceptible to ambient field noise and shortening their coherence
times. This issue is shared with some optical ion trap schemes for
QIP that usually rely on magnetic-field-sensitive states for conditional
quantum dynamics, such as geometric gates1, limiting the coherence
time of qubit states typically to a few milliseconds. In an effort to
extend the coherence times of atomic states, two-qubit entangled states
1

forming a decoherence-free subspace have been created17,18. Recently,
transfer between field-sensitive states used for conditional quantum
dynamics and field-insensitive states used for storage of quantum
information has been utilized19.
The relevant noise source in this case, namely magnetic field fluctuations, is not featureless white noise but tends to have a limited
bandwidth. In this context, techniques were proposed for prolonging
coherence times by subjecting the system to a rapid succession of
pulses leading to a decoupling from the environment. This technique,
termed bang–bang control20, and its continuous version21 can be
applied usefully in a variety of systems including hybrid atomic physics
and nanophysics technologies. Recent work includes the experimental
demonstration of optimized pulse sequences made for suppression of
qubit decoherence (see refs 22, 23 and references therein).
Here we encode qubits in microwave-dressed states requiring only
continuous, constant-intensity microwave fields. This scheme protects
qubits from magnetic field fluctuations and, importantly, simultaneously
allows fast quantum logic even for small Lamb–Dicke parameters and,
therefore, moderate magnetic field gradients. Microwave-generating
elements for the coherent manipulation of qubits can be integrated into
microstructured ion traps7 such that QIP can be realized using scalable
ion chips. Thus, this novel scheme is a significant step towards the
integration of elements required for QIP on a scalable ion chip.
Moreover, the ideas presented here are generic and can be applied to
all laser- or microwave-based QIP.
We theoretically describe the scheme for storage and single- and
multiqubit quantum gate operation, and then present experimental
demonstrations of storage and information processing of quantum
information that demonstrate gains of more than two orders of magnitude in coherence times over approaches involving bare states.
We consider a typical energy-level configuration (Fig. 1a). Encoding
quantum information in the subspace spanned by two magnetically
sensitive mF 5 61 states, j21æ and j11æ, will lead to a rapid loss of
coherence owing to fluctuating magnetic fields. We first note that
microwave-dressed states
pﬃﬃﬃcreate a subspace spanned by the two states
jDi~(j{1i {jz1i)= 2 (a dark state) and j09æ (mF 5 0) of the same
manifold. This subspace is separated from the other eigenstates of
the system, juæ and jdæ, by a finite energy gap (the dressing fields’
Rabi frequency is denoted by V, and jD2 2 D1j = V should hold
for the detunings D2 and D1; refs 24, 25). The energetically degenerate
states jDæ and j09æ are not coupled by magnetic field fluctuations. As a
consequence of the energy gap between these states and the states juæ
and jdæ, a relative phase change between j21æ and j11æ acquires an
energy penalty and dephasing is strongly suppressed as long as the
spectral power density of the magnetic field fluctuations at the frequency corresponding to the energy gap is negligible. We note that the
levels jDæ and j09æ are energetically degenerate independent of the
applied microwave Rabi frequency, V, and are hence stable against
its power fluctuations. Therefore, we consider the qubit encoded in
the subspace spanned by jDæ and j09æ. The microwave fields do not
couple any states in the qubit subspace and thus do not limit the phase
coherence.
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Figure 1 | Microwave-dressed qubit states. Left, atomic states and
microwave-dressing fields with Rabi frequency V. | 21æ and | 11æ represent
magnetic-field-sensitive states, and have, for instance, mF 5 61, and | 0æ and
| 09æ represent magnetically insensitive levels (and are, for instance, the mF 5 0
states of two different hyperfine
manifolds). Right, dressed states.
pﬃﬃﬃ
gap from two
jDi~ðj{1i{jz1iÞ= 2 andp| 09æ
ﬃﬃﬃ are separated by an energy
pﬃﬃﬃ
other states, jui~ðjBizj0i
pﬃﬃﬃ Þ= 2 and jdi~ðjBi{j0iÞ= 2, where
jBi~ðj{1izjz1iÞ= 2. Thus, a qubit with states | Dæ and | 09æ is created that
is resilient to magnetic field fluctuations and to microwave power fluctuations.
a, A radio-frequency field with Rabi frequency Vg is used to implement general
single-qubit quantum gates. b, Conditional quantum dynamics coupling
electronic degrees of freedom to the motion of trapped atoms is achieved when
the radio-frequency field is detuned from the qubit’s carrier transition
frequency by the vibrational frequency, n.

The nature of the protected subspace depends on the relative phase
between the microwave fields on the transitions j0æ « j61æ. The above
description applies for a relative phase of zero, whereas for a relative phase
pﬃﬃﬃ
of p the protected subspace is spanned by jBi~(j{1i zjz1i)= 2
and j09æ (Methods). We considered both cases in the experiments
reported below.
The application of one or two additional radio-frequency fields with
Rabi frequency Vg, possible detuning Dg and a possible initial relative
phase of p (Methods) then permits the implementation of general
single-qubit rotations in the protected subspace spanned by jBæ and
j09æ in the case of one additional field and by jDæ and j09æ in the case of
two additional fields. Choosing Dg 5 0 yields the Hamiltonian
H 5 Vg(jDæÆ09j 1 j09æÆDj), which in a Bloch-sphere picture describes
arbitrary rotations about the x axis in the protected space. A rotation
about the z axis is obtained for Dg ? 0 and Vg ? 0 under the conditions
Vg = Dg and n = Dg, where n is the vibrational mode frequency of the
harmonically trapped ions’ motion. The specific case in which Dg 5 n,
that is, tuning to the motional sideband, will be discussed later as it
corresponds to coupling of the electronic degree of freedom to the
motional degree of freedom.
Hyperfine states of electrodynamically trapped 171Yb1 ions characterized by quantum numbers F 5 0 and F 5 1 in the electronic
ground state S1/2 are used in the experiments reported here (Methods).
After the initial preparation of an ion in the j0æ (F 5 0) state by
optical pumping, the procedure to generate and detect dressed states
can be thought of as being divided into three segments (Fig. 2, inset).
First (up to time t 5 T1), an incomplete stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage24 (STIRAP) is used to transfer the system adiabatically from
the atomic-state basis to the dressed-state basis. Second (up to t 5 T2),
the amplitudes of the dressing fields are kept constant for a holding
time, T 5 T2 2 T1, because we are interested in creating and using
dressed states (as opposed to population transfer). Between t 5 T1
and t 5 T2, dressed states are present (Fig. 1a, b, right-hand side)
and quantum operations with them are implemented through application of radio-frequency fields. For a single-qubit gate between dressed

Figure 2 | Lifetime of the dressed state | Dæ. To prepare the dressed state | Dæ,
the dressing fields’ amplitudes are ramped up adiabatically until time T1. Then
these amplitudes are kept constant until time T2. Between T1 and T2, the dressed
states shown in Fig. 1 (right-hand side) are present. Finally, after time T2, the
STIRAP sequence is completed, adiabatically transferring the dressed state | Dæ
back to a bare ionic state. The hold time is T 5 T2 2 T1. If state | Dæ stays
invariant during time T, then the final ionic state will be | 0æ. The data points
indicate the probability to find the ion in state | 0æ upon completion of this
sequence as a function of T. The solid line represents a fitted exponential giving
a lifetime of 1,700 6 300 ms. Number of repetitions, n 5 300; error bars, s.d.
Experimental parameters are given in Supplementary Information. Inset,
qualitative time dependence of the two dressing fields’ amplitudes (black and
blue; set on resonance with the atomic transitions | 21æ « | 0æ and | 11æ « | 0æ).

states (Fig. 1a, right-hand side) the radio-frequency field is on resonance with the j09æ « j61æ transition, and for a multiqubit gate
(Fig. 1b) the radio frequency is detuned from this transition by the
vibrational mode frequency, n. Third (t . T2), the STIRAP sequence is
completed when the ion is transferred from the dressed-state basis
back to the atomic states. Any dephasing of a dressed state or transitions to other states during the holding time, T, gives rise to imperfect
population transfer during step three of this sequence that returns the
system to the atomic-state basis. This is described in more detail in
Methods for the creation and detection of the state jDæ.
In Fig. 2, we show the effectiveness of preparation and detection of
jDæ as a function of the holding time, T. The measurement shown there
extends over 500 ms and an exponential fit of the data yields a lifetime
for this state of 1,700 6 300 ms. This lifetime is limited by magnetic
field fluctuations that couple jDæ to other states and the creation of a
different dark state through phase fluctuations between the two microwave fields. This represents a remarkable improvement, of more than
two orders of magnitude, in the dependence on the magnetic fluctuations, as the dephasing time of the magnetically sensitive bare atomic
states j61æ in this apparatus has a measured coherence time not
exceeding 5.3 ms.
We have investigated the effectiveness of the STIRAP process for
creating dressed states and transferring them into the final state, as a
function of the parameters characterizing the pulse sequence, and have
found this technique to be robust over a wide range of experimental
parameters (Methods).
To demonstrate the enhanced coherence time of this qubit, we have
conducted Rabi- and Ramsey-type measurements. First, the system is
transferred to the dressed-state basis and then an additional radiofrequency field with Rabi frequency Vg is applied that induces Rabi
oscillations between the dressed states jBæ and j09æ. Using the state jBæ
has the advantage that no phase of p between the radio-frequency
fields is needed (compare with Fig. 1). Completing the STIRAP cycle
then maps the system to an atomic state that depends on the position
of the atom in the dressed-state Rabi cycle. Results are shown in Fig. 3a.
The Rabi oscillations are sustained over 550 ms, demonstrating the
long-lived coherence of the dressed states when driven by radiofrequency radiation.
These experiments also demonstrate that coherent transfer to the
dressed-state basis and subsequent application of a Rabi pulse prepares
a coherent superposition in the qubit space that can then be read out
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Figure 3 | Single-qubit gates with dressed states. a, Rabi oscillations between
dressed state | Bæ and | 09æ, induced by a radio-frequency field for times of up to
more than 500 ms. The population in | Bæ is mapped onto state | 0æ (data points)
at the end of the STIRAP and detection sequence. n 5 50 (times up to 40 ms)
and n 5 25 (times of more than 500 ms); error bars, s.d. b, Ramsey-type
measurement preparing a coherent superposition of | Bæ and | 09æ and probing it
after time TR, the free precession time. Two radio-frequency p/2-pulses
separated by a period TR of free evolution are applied to the qubit transition.
The radio frequency is slightly detuned from resonance (near 10.265 MHz,
corresponding to the | 21æ « | 09æ and | 11æ « | 09æ transitions) yielding
Ramsey fringes with period 1/(144.4 Hz) between 0.1 and 30 ms of free
precession time. For the measurement between 500 and 1,000 ms, the period is
1/(8.069 Hz) owing to a change in the detuning of the radio-frequency field.
n 5 20 (times up to 30 ms) and n 5 40 (times 500–1,000 ms); error bars, s.d.
Experimental parameters are given in Supplementary Information.

efficiently after completion of the STIRAP cycle. This forms the basis
for the measurements of the lifetime of coherent superpositions in the
protected subspace, which we now turn to.
Our Ramsey-type experiments test the dephasing time of the
dressed-state qubit. Figure 3b shows that coherence is preserved for
more than 1,000 ms, close to the absolute limit, of about 1,700 ms, set
by the lifetime of the state jDæ and more than two orders of magnitude
longer than the dephasing time of the atomic states j21æ and j11æ,
making this scheme ideal for realizing a quantum memory.
Multiqubit gates can be realized by coupling the electronic qubit to
the motion of the ions10,11,26. Several schemes for achieving such conditional quantum dynamics are possible using dressed states. Here we
outline the scheme illustrated in Fig. 1b. We use a pair of radiofrequency fields on the j09æ « j61æ transitions (or a single radiofrequency field, depending on the choice of the phase between the
dressing fields; Methods). These radio-frequency fields are detuned
by n from resonance and are thus in resonance with the first motional
sideband (Fig. 1b). In the dressed-state basis, this couples the
jBæ « j09æ (one additional field) or jDæ « j09æ (two additional fields)
qubit resonance of the protected subspace to the vibrational mode of
the ion string. The coupling of jDæ « j09æ or jBæ « j09æ, as appropriate,
at zeroth order in the Lamb–Dicke parameter (carrier transition) will
be cancelled in the rotating-wave approximation owing to the higher
energy (by an amount corresponding to V) of jBæ or jDæ, and jDæ or,
respectively, jBæ will be coupled only at first order in the Lamb–Dicke
parameter such that we obtain a Hamiltonian of the form (Methods)

where g is the Lamb–Dicke parameter, b and b1 are respectively the
annihilation and creation operators of the trap harmonic oscillator
(‘1’ denotes adjoint), and h.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate.
Importantly, because this gate has no carrier part, a small g value
can be compensated for by increasing the radio-frequency power while
obeying gVg = n. This will allow moderate static5,6,12 or oscillating7
magnetic field gradients to be used when realizing multiqubit quantum
gates with radio-frequency or microwave radiation. Also, this scheme
permits the realization of other types of gate, including gates with ions
in thermal motion10,11.
We now outline how the dressed-state scheme for QIP can be
applied to a collection of trapped ions. The long wavelength of the
microwave radiation requires the use of a static magnetic field gradient, if individual addressing in frequency space is desired. A gradient
of a static or oscillating magnetic field is required for the generation of
the coupling of the electronic degrees of freedom to the motional
degrees of freedom when microwave or radio-frequency radiation is
used for quantum gates. Therefore, this does not represent an additional experimental requirement.
In the absence of a static magnetic field gradient, a single pair of
microwave-dressing fields is sufficient to dress all ions. In the presence
of a static gradient, each ion would require its own pair of driving
fields. This can be accomplished efficiently by using a microwave
frequency comb where the frequency spacing coincides with the
change in static Zeemann shift between neighbouring ions (Fig. 4).
Thus, the dressed-state structure for each ion remains essentially the
same as in the single-ion case resulting in robust memory. For both
single-qubit gates and multiqubit gates, individual addressing is
achieved by choosing the frequency of the radio-frequency field.
Corrections are small under the condition that Vg = DEZ/B, where
DEZ is the difference in Zeeman shifts between two neighbouring ions
and B is Planck’s constant divided by 2p. An important advantage over
the standard quantum computing scheme is that the carrier frequency
and the sideband can be chosen by interference and not by setting the
frequency on resonance with one of these transitions; that is, the choice
is set by the phase difference between the two radio-frequency driving
fields (Methods). This allows for fast multiqubit gates that are not
limited by Vg = n but by gVg = n; that is, such gates are possible even
in the presence of a small (effective) Lamb–Dicke parameter.
The insight gained in this work removes a major obstacle to laserfree QIP (but is also applicable to laser-based schemes). Furthermore,
this scheme is not restricted to trapped ions and is in fact applicable to
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Figure 4 | Multiqubit scheme for three ions exposed to a magnetic field
gradient. The magnetic field at one of the two outer ions has the same
magnitude but is opposite in direction to the field at the other outer ion,
producing opposite, symmetrical Zeeman energy shifts of the levels | 21æ and
| 1æ. The arrows represent three pairs of microwave-dressing fields (each pair
indicated by a different colour) from a comb with a frequency interval
corresponding to the Zeeman shift between neighbouring ions. For each offresonance microwave field with detuning D acting on a particular ion, there is a
second field with equal and opposite detuning, 2D. Hence, each such offresonance pair will couple only to either | Bæ or | Dæ (depending on the relative
phase between the microwave fields) leading to equal and opposite a.c. Zeeman
shifts, which then cancel.
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other physical systems in which dephasing due to external perturbations has a role, for instance neutral atoms27 and solid-state systems
such as nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond28, ion-doped crystals28,
and circuit quantum electrodynamics29.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
Received 21 March; accepted 16 June 2011.
1.

METHODS SUMMARY
The experimental system. The atomic hyperfine states of the electronic ground
state of the 171Yb1 ions used in this work can be mapped to the general scheme
shown in Fig. 1 as follows: jF 5 0æ « j0æ, jF 5 1, mF 5 21æ « j21æ, jF 5 1,
mF 5 11æ « j11æ, jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ « j09æ (ref. 30).
The effectiveness of the STIRAP process for creating dressed states and transferring them into the final state has been investigated in detail as a function of the
parameters characterizing the pulse sequence (Methods).
Single-qubit gate. We refer to {j09æ, jDæ} as the D qubit and to {j09æ, jBæ} as the B
qubit in what follows. The Hamiltonian reads:
Hsqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
0

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

zVg cos (l0 t)(j{1ih0 j zh:c:)
0

zVg cos (l0 tzw)(j1ih0 j zh:c:)
Here, v0 is the zero-field hyperfine splitting, v+1 are the microwave frequencies
with their initial phase difference h, l0 is the radio frequency, and w is the initial
phase difference between the radio frequency fields. For h 5 0 and w 5 p we obtain
the D qubit, and for h 5 p and w 5 0 we obtain the B qubit. If we set v21 5 v0 1 l0
and v1 5 v0 2 l0, then by moving to the interaction picture with respect to the
time-independent part we find in the rotating wave approximation (RWA), for the
D qubit, that:
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
I
~ 2V(jBih0j zh:c:)z 2Vg (jDih00 j zh:c:)
Hsqg
pﬃﬃﬃ
V
V
~ pﬃﬃﬃ juihuj{ pﬃﬃﬃ jdihdj z 2Vg (jDih00 j zh:c:)
2
2
The first two terms shift states juæ and jdæ (which both contain jBæ) away from jDæ,
and the second part creates the gate. The interactions created by the two microwave fields with Rabi frequency V and the radio-frequency fields of frequency Vg
(Fig. 1a) permit the implementation of this single-qubit gate. The two radiofrequency fields have a phase difference of p at the initial time of the pulse, which
realizes the coupling to jDæ and not to jBæ.
Alternatively, we may work with the B qubit (Methods).
Multiqubit gate. The levels and fields of Fig. 1b (for the D qubit) are described by
the Hamiltonian
Hmqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
0

zVg cos½(l0 {d)t(j{1ih0 j zh:c:)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

zVg cos½(l0 {d)tzhzp(j1ih0 j zh:c:)

27.
28.
29.

znbz bj1ih1jzl(j{1ih{1j{j1ih1j)(bzbz )

30.

0

where l is proportional to the magnetic gradient as in ref. 6, d is the detuning of the
radio frequency field, h 5 0 for the D qubit and h 5 p for the B qubit.
In the interaction picture with respect to the microwaves in RWA, and after
z
z
the polaron transformation U~egjz1ihz1j(b {b) e{gj{1ih{1j(b {b) , the radiofrequency part becomes
z {b)

UHU z ~Vg (j{1ih00 je{g(b

z

zeih j1ih00 jeg(b

eidt

{b) idt

e zh:c:)

To first order in the Lamb–Dicke parameter, for the D qubit we obtain the
Hamiltonian
pﬃﬃﬃ
2gVg (jDih00 jeidt {h:c:)(bz {b)
To zeroth order, we obtain a coupling between jBæ and j09æ; however, this term is
ignored because the coupling, Vg, is much smaller than the energy gap, which is of
order V. For the B qubit, we get the analogous Hamiltonian (Methods).
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LETTER RESEARCH
METHODS
The experimental system. The atomic hyperfine states of the electronic ground
state of the 171Yb1 ions used in this work can be mapped to the general scheme
shown in Fig. 1 as follows: jF 5 0æ « j0æ, jF 5 1, mF 5 21æ « j21æ, jF 5 1,
mF 5 11æ « j11æ, jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ « j09æ (ref. 30).
For STIRAP, two microwave fields with Gaussian amplitude envelopes shifted
in time relative to each other are used to drive the j21æ « j0æ and j11æ « j0æ
transitions, respectively (Fig. 1).
The effectiveness of the STIRAP process for creating dressed states and transferring them into the final state has been investigated as a function of the parameters characterizing the pulse sequence (see ref. 25 for optical STIRAP). The
sequence is divided into discrete time increments Dt 5 1/fVNt, where Nt is a
positive integer, fV 5 Vp/2p and Vp is the peak Rabi frequency. The width of
the Gaussian pulses is given by N/fV, where N is an integer. The STIRAP sequence
is robust to variations of these parameters: we investigated the range 10 # Nt # 40
for N 5 10 and found no variation in the effectiveness of the pulse sequence; that is,
the overall fidelity of initial preparation of j0æ, preparation of jDæ and read out stays
constant (within statistical variations) at a value of about 93%.
When measuring sequences with pulse widths varying in the range 2 # N # 20,
equally good results were obtained for N $ 4. The separation in time, st/fV, of the
two Gaussian pulses was varied over the range 0 # st/fV # 40/fV, for a pulse width
with N 5 10 to obtain a plateau of high effectiveness (,93%) for values of st in the
interval 10 # st # 20. The best performance is obtained for equal detunings
D1 5 D2, ideally D1 5 0 5 D2, and for small relative detunings. For
jdj 5 jD1 2 D2j , 0.1V, an experimental investigation yielded no statistically
significant variation of the dressed-state preparation fidelity.
To prepare, for example, the state jDæ, the population is first transferred from the
initial state j0æ to the atomic state j21æ by applying a microwave p-pulse. The first half
of the STIRAP sequence then transfers the atomic population to the dressed state jDæ.
A holding period in the evolution of the two STIRAP microwave fields is
introduced at the crossing point of the amplitude envelopes of the two pulses.
At that time, the occupation of jDæ is at its maximum. Any dephasing of jDæ or
transitions to other states during the holding time, T, gives rise to imperfect
population transfer during the second half of the STIRAP sequence that transfers
the system to the atomic state j11æ.
Probing the state after the complete STIRAP sequence does not distinguish
between j21æ and j11æ, as both yield bright results on final detection of resonance
fluorescence. Therefore, a p-pulse swaps the populations of j11æ and j0æ before
final detection. Thus, a dark result indicates a successful STIRAP transfer between
atomic states and dressed states, and a lifetime T of the dressed state prepared
during the holding period (Fig. 2).
To record Rabi oscillations between dressed states, we first prepare state jBæ.
Then a radio-frequency pulse in resonance with j09æ « j61æ (Fig. 1a) is applied
during the holding time, T, in the evolution of STIRAP. This radio-frequency pulse
induces Rabi oscillations between jBæ and j09æ. After the Rabi pulse, the STIRAP
pulse sequence is completed and the population of the atomic state j0æ is probed as
described above. If during the radio-frequency Rabi pulse state j09æ is populated,
then the second part of the STIRAP sequence has no effect; that is, j0æ is not
populated at the end of the experimental sequence.
Single-qubit gate. We refer to {j09æ, jDæ} as the D qubit and to {j09æ, jBæ} as the B
qubit in what follows. The Hamiltonian reads:
Hsqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
zVg cos (l0 t)(j{1ih00 j zh:c:)
zVg cos (l0 tzw)(j1ih00 j zh:c:)
Here, v0 is the zero-field hyperfine splitting, v+1 are the microwave frequencies
with their initial phase difference h, l0 is the radio frequency, and w the initial
phase difference between the radio frequency fields. For h 5 0 and w 5 p we obtain
the D qubit, and for h 5 p and w 5 0 we obtain the B qubit. In the rotating-wave
approximation we get
Hsqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
zVg (j{1ih00 je{il0 t {eih j1ih00 jeil0 t zh:c:)

with h 5 0 for the D qubit and h 5 p for the B qubit. If we set v21 5 v0 1 l0 and
v1 5 v0 2 l0, then by moving to the interaction picture with respect to the timeindependent part we find, for the D qubit, that
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
I
Hsqg
~ 2V(jBih0j zh:c:)z 2Vg (jDih00 j zh:c:)
pﬃﬃﬃ
V
V
~ pﬃﬃﬃ juihuj{ pﬃﬃﬃ jdihdj z 2Vg (jDih00 j zh:c:)
2
2
The first two terms shift states juæ and jdæ (which both contain jBæ) away from jDæ,
and the second part creates the gate. The interactions created by the two microwave fields with Rabi frequency V and the radio-frequency fields of frequency Vg
(Fig. 1a) permit the implementation of this single-qubit gate. The two radiofrequency fields have a phase difference of p at the initial time of the pulse, which
realizes the coupling to jDæ and not to jBæ.
Alternatively, we may work with the B qubit by choosing the same initial phase
for the two radio-frequency fields; that is, one radio-frequency field is sufficient to
couple to jBæ. We find that
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
I
Hsqg
~ 2V(jDih0j zh:c:)z 2Vg (jBih00 j zh:c:)
pﬃﬃﬃ
V
V
~ pﬃﬃﬃ juihuj{ pﬃﬃﬃ jdihdj z 2Vg (jBih00 j zh:c:)
2
2
Multiqubit gate. The levels and fields of Fig. 1b (for the D qubit) are described by
the Hamiltonian
Hmqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
zVg cos½(l0 {d)t(j{1ih00 j zh:c:)
zVg cos½(l0 {d)tzhzp(j1ih00 j zh:c:)
znbz bj1ih1jzl(j{1ih{1j{j1ih1j)(bzbz )
where l is proportional to the magnetic gradient as in ref. 6, d is the detuning of the
radio frequency field, h 5 0 for the D qubit and h 5 p for the B qubit. In the
rotating wave approximation, we get:
Hmqg ~v0 j0ih0j zl0 (j1ih1j{j{1ih{1j)
zV(j{1ih0je{iv{1 t zeih j1ih0je{iv1 t zh:c:)
zVg (j{1ih00 je{i(l0 {d)t zeih j1ih00 je{i(l0 {d)t zh:c:)
znbz bj1ih1j zl(j{1ih{1j{j1ih1j)(bzbz )
In the interaction picture with respect to the microwaves, and after the polaron
z
z
transformation U~egjz1ihz1j(b {b) e{gj{1ih{1j(b {b) , the radio-frequency part
becomes
z {b)

UHU z ~Vg (j{1ih00 je{g(b

z

zeih j1ih00 jeg(b

eidt

{b) idt

e zh:c:)

To first order in the Lamb–Dicke parameter, for the D qubit we obtain the
Hamiltonian
pﬃﬃﬃ
2gVg (jDih00 jeidt {h:c:)(bz {b)
To zeroth order, we obtain a coupling between jBæ and j09æ; however, this term is
ignored because the coupling, Vg, is much smaller than the energy gap, which is of
order V. For the B qubit, we get the analogous Hamiltonian
pﬃﬃﬃ
2gVg (jBih00 jeidt {h:c:)(bz {b)
When using a microwave frequency comb to dress many non-degenerate qubits,
small errors due to higher-order effects may be introduced and the implementation of gates may lead to off-resonance transitions and, hence, phase shifts in other
ions. However, it is important to note that the size of this error is exactly the same
as for magnetic-gradient-induced coupling6. This is due to the fact that the microwave fields almost completely decouple the {juæ, jdæ} subspace from the qubit
subspace ({jDæ, j09æ}) as long as V is much larger (typically an order of magnitude)
than the radio-frequency coupling, Vg.
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